
Baloise Market View

Current economic and financial market expectations



COVID-19 Monitoring

Cases are on the rise, but healthcare systems are not yet at the limit 
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Source: Baloise Asset Management, Bloomberg Finance L.P.

Europe: New cases per 100,000 persons 
7-day average
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Emerging market equities under pressure
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› The minutes of the Fed meeting 

indicated that a tapering of QE might 

already be appropriate later this year. 

This surprised investors and caused 

volatility on the markets. 

› However, most equity markets continue 

to post double-digit year-to-date 

performances. 

› Emerging market stocks are the 

exception. China's tech stocks in 

particular are suffering from tighter 

regulatory requirements. Rising corona 

cases, in the face of low vaccination 

rates, and high inflation rates are further 

weighing on emerging markets.

Key points



Macroeconomic environment: Summary

Peak of the upswing is behind us
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› Overall, global economic growth is proving robust. However, global

purchasing managers' indices point to declining growth momentum in many

regions.

› The current inflation rate for consumers is 4.0% in the US. In Europe, the

rate is 2.2% for the eurozone and 0.7% for Switzerland.

› The rise in inflation rates is being driven by base effects and supply

bottlenecks. However, both factors are likely to ease somewhat over the

next few quarters. The risk is that regional lockdowns, especially in

emerging markets, will delay the normalisation of supply chains.

Economic activity and inflation

› The US key interest rate is set at a target range of 0.00-0.25%. Until the

economy recovers, bonds in the amount of USD 120 billion are to be

purchased every month.

› In July, the European Central Bank adjusted its inflation target from below

but close to 2% to a symmetrical inflation target of 2%. Monetary policy

currently remains unchanged. The QE volume amounts to EUR 1.85 trillion

and runs until at least the end of March 2022. The interest rate on the deposit

facility remains at -0.50%.

› In Switzerland, the key interest rate remains at -0.75%.

Monetary policy

Global Purchasing Managers' Indices

Sources: Baloise Asset Management, Bloomberg Finance L.P. 
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Financial Market Outlook: Focus on bonds

Share of bonds with negative yields at around 25% 

› In view of the expected economic upswing and higher 

inflation expectations, interest rates rose sharply at the 

beginning of the year. 

› However, concerns about the economic recovery due to 

rising Corona cases have recently made investors more risk

averse, leading to a decline in interest rates (top left chart).

› Around a quarter of global investment-grade bonds 

currently have negative yields (bottom left-hand panel); a 

challenging environment for global bond investors. 

› In such an environment, investors continue to be forced to

look to other asset classes for sources of return. 
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Economic and Financial Market Outlook: Global 

Our current scenarios for the coming 12 months
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› Economic recovery progresses on the back of 

further easing steps

› However, the dynamics of the recovery varies 

greatly from country to country and from sector to 

sector

› Inflation rises temporarily (primarily base effects)

› Necessary further containment measures lead to 

a renewed slump in growth or recession

› Rising unemployment and payment defaults in 

the hard-hit sectors

› Strong and sustained recovery due to catch-up 

effects in consumption 

› Improved prospects lead to higher investment 

and falling unemployment

› Long-term interest rates slightly rising

› Credit spreads mostly move sideways at very 

low levels

› Volatile stock market development with slight 

upward trend in the medium term

› Interest rates reach new lows

› Sharp increase in credit spreads

› Renewed sell-off on the stock markets (losses 

15-20% from current levels)

› Gradual and sustained rise in long-term 

interest rates

› Slight decline in credit spreads

› Stock markets rise again significantly (>10%) 

and reach new highs 
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y › Current expansionary monetary policy will be 

maintained

› Temporary overshooting of inflation targets is 

tolerated by central banks

› Inflation rates and expectations fall again

› Renewed QE expansion and extension of existing 

measures

› Gradual tapering of QE measures and first rate 

hike at the end of 2022 (USA)

› Inflationary pressure rises due to increasing 

capacity utilisation in the national economies

› Pandemic is increasingly manageable due to 

progressive vaccination and any containment 

measures are less drastic than in spring 2020

› Expansionary fiscal and monetary policies remain 

supportive

› Renewed worsening of the global pandemic 

wave due to newly emerging virus mutations and 

lower protective efficacy of licensed vaccines

› Due to the high level of debt, governments are 

reluctant to put together further aid packages

20% 10%

› Faster than expected containment of global 

pandemic thanks to very effective and widely 

available vaccines

› Only minor restrictions, so that overall economic 

activity is no longer impaired

1



Baloise Market View: At a glance

Positioning against benchmark
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› Equities: An encouraging reporting season and the continued expansionary economic policy are positive supports for the equity markets. However,

uncertainty surrounding the reduction of the Fed's QE and the inflation outlook, as well as concerns about rising infection figures, are likely to cause

volatility in the coming months. We therefore prefer a neutral equity allocation in line with the strategy. A possible technical correction would offer the

opportunity to make targeted reallocations to cheaper stocks and markets. Currently, emerging market stocks are relatively cheap, but these are being

weighed down by various factors (see slide 3).

› Bonds: We consider bonds to be unattractive overall, as we still expect a prolonged low interest rate environment. Following the fall in interest rates

last month, a slight countermovement cannot be ruled out. Overall, however, government bonds remain unattractive and serve primarily as a stabiliser

in the portfolio in the event of market distortions. Credit spreads on corporate bonds remain at very low levels. We expect credit spreads to remain

stable, which is why we still have a neutral weighting for corporate bonds due to their higher yield compared to government bonds. However, caution is

required in credit selection, as certain rating segments, such as BBB, are very expensive, especially in the US dollar. Sectors that have been

particularly hard hit by the Corona crisis also no longer have an additional credit risk premium compared with pre-crisis levels.

› Real estate: A prolonged low interest rate environment is fundamentally positive for real estate markets. However, real estate investors should keep in

mind that, in light of the Corona crisis, real estate portfolios with high allocations to hotel, restaurant and leisure properties continue to be most exposed

to rent defaults and declines in market value. The strongest demand continues to be for residential properties in good locations.

› Alternative investments: In the alternative investments segment, attractive sources of return can still be found due to the lower liquidity relative to

other asset classes. In the current environment, senior secured loans (SSL), for example, still offer attractive yields compared to high yield bonds. We

also consider convertible bonds and infrastructure investments to be strategically attractive segments. As we expect more volatile markets in the

coming months, we also see gold as a good portfolio stabiliser.

› Cash: In view of the more volatile market environment, an increased liquidity ratio is indicated in the short term despite negative interest rates. This

can be reduced in a targeted manner to take advantage of market opportunities as they arise.

3M 12M 3M 12M 3M 12M 3M 12M 3M 12M

Attractive ● ●

● ●

● ● ● ●

Unattractive ● ●

Fixed Income Equities Real Estate Alternatives Cash



Baloise Market View: In detail

Positioning against benchmark 
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Note: Alternative investments include commodities, gold, infrastructure, senior secured loans and convertible bonds. 

"hCHF" means hedged in Swiss francs, EM/ Emerging Markets stands for emerging markets

Unattractive Attractive Attractive

Fixed Income ● ●

Bonds CHF ● ●

Government Bonds, foreign curreny hCHF ● ●

Corporate Bonds, foreign curreny hCHF ● ●

Bonds EM ● ●

Equities ● ●

Switzerland ● ●

World ● ●

Emerging Markets ● ●

World, Small Cap ● ●

Real Estate ● ●

Switzerland ● ●

Global ● ●

● ●

Cash ● ●

Current view : ●; previous month: ◌

Sources: Baloise Asset Management as of 20.08.2021
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Disclaimer:
Baloise Asset Management AG accepts no liability for the key figures and performance data used. The content of the publication contains opinions on market

developments and is for information purposes only and does not constitute investment advice. In particular, the information in no way constitutes a purchase

offer, an investment recommendation or a decision-making aid in legal, tax, economic or other matters. No liability is assumed for any losses or lost profits that

may arise from the use of the information.

Swiss Exchange Ltd, ("SIX Swiss Exchange") is the source of the Swiss Performance Index (SPI) and the Swiss Bond Index (SBI) and the data contained

therein. SIX Swiss Exchange was not involved in any way in the preparation of the information contained in this report. SIX Swiss Exchange makes no warranty

of any kind and disclaims all liability (whether arising from negligence or otherwise) with respect to the information contained in this Reporting - including,

without limitation, the accuracy, adequacy, correctness, completeness, timeliness and suitability for any purpose - and with respect to any errors, omissions or

interruptions in the SPI or SBI or the data therein. Any dissemination or transmission of the information originating from SIX Swiss Exchange is prohibited.
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